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Positive trends: 
• Citizen engagement this month was driven by Global Goals Day, Perry Court funding, Youth Sector Support, Bristol Horn Youth Concern, the city’s Somali 

community, City Poet, Festive of Ideas, apprenticeships, Bristol Open Doors, the Ambrose Fleming Award, BLM and Feed Bristol 
• Strong cut through and engagement with Your City Your Future asking citizens to share their experiences of living in the city and how they would shape its future 
• Media appearances and sharing of the Mayor’s social media posts provided a solid platform for the announcement of Bristol Beacon with positive sentiment 

reflecting a “new era of hope” in the city 
• National media interviews, speeches and BLM activism continue to boost discussions of the Mayor’s comments on eradicating racism in the UK. The inclusion of 

the Mayor amongst the recently published “100 Great Black Britons” also fed into this 
• A new push from BCC to recruit foster parents had cut through and led to some organic conversations about the benefits of foster care – with a focus on teenagers 

in particular 
• Boosted by engagement from academics across a diverse set of disciplines, the official launch of Bristol History Commission created a new conversation space "to 

help Bristol better understand its history & how we have become the city we are today” 
• The Mayor’s announcement that £1.9m has been made available for emergency accommodation for the city’s homeless was welcomed 

Negative trends: 
• The financial “losses” associated with the sale of Bristol Energy became a talking point, hardened by reporting of 50 job losses (without redundancy). Many spoke 

about “fools gold” and asked how the Council could turn a £40m tax payer investment into £14m sale. Within this discussion there was a lot of finger pointing 
about “who knew what when” 

• There has been a spike in complaints about Bristol Waste failing to meet its “contractual obligations” in some areas with many discussing how to submit 
complaints. There was some recognition that the service is contracted out, but citizens expect BCC to administer the contract more rigorously. There is also 
frustration that complaints are “not taken seriously” 

• The persistent negativity about spending continues, most of which focusses on various developments in the city – the YTL arena in particular. Senior staff pay is 
also a constant feature in this discussion. There was also negativity about the Council has been forced to pay “more than £600k” in personal injury claims 

• Persistent complaints about the “car mad” Mayor and frustration at the general condition of the city’s roads shows no sign of abating. This was made up of 
fragmented complaints rather than any major specific problems 

• There was some backlash to the announcement of Bristol Beacon replacing the Colston Hall. Some simply don’t like the name whilst for some others there was 
disbelief that it was “part of a three year process” 

• Some low level sharing of blog posts about a wellbeing manager appointed by the Council triggering “multiple complaints” about bullying of council staff to sign 
risk assessments to declare workplaces safe 

• The track record of First Bus continues to draw low level negativity as does the belief that the Mayor and his team have “delivered nothing” 
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